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1- Setting the stage 
• sources

• acceleration

• propagation from sources to 

Earth

• extensive air showers


2- Techniques 
• surface, fluorescence, radio   

detectors

• from old to modern Observatories 

• the experimental observables

• the energy spectrum


3- What have we learnt? 
• mass composition

• anisotropy of UHECRs

• multi-messengers

• the future of the field



Pierre Auger Observatory

700 km2

not in scale !
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3000 km2

UHECR detectors

340N, -1070 W

Telescope Array Experiment

-350S, -690 W
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J.Miro, Drowned Sun

Anisotropies



Anisotropy measurements
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Large Scale Anisotropy
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Galactic 
Center

Galactic plane

➡ exposure ~110000 km2 sr yr  
➡ OBSERVATION (>5σ): 3D dipole 

above 8 EeV at (α,δ)=(980,-250):  
(6.6 +1.2 -0.8) % 

➡ the UHECRs are extra-galactic 
above 8 EeV, while predominantly 
Galactic below few EeV

Large Scale Anisotropy - Auger

Auger Coll., Science 357 (2017) 1266; ApJ. 891 (2020) 142;  
R. De Almeida, PoS(ICRC2021) 335
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The UHE sky
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The UHE sky - Auger

J.Biteau et al. (Auger Coll.,) PoS(ICRC2021) 307

Observed

3.1σ
4.0 σ
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The UHECR Sky

NGC4945

NGC253

CenA 
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The UHE sky - TA

Kim et al. (TA Coll.,) PoS(ICRC2021) 328

3.2σ post-trial in 250 window
Rate of increase constant 
within +1σ

>25 EeV
11 yrs of data
Excess in the Perseus-Pisces region, 3.6σ post-trial 
but no penalisation for position in the sky
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The UHE sky - Auger&TA

A.di Matteo et al. (Auger-TA working group) PoS(ICRC2021) 308

Post-trial significance
2.9σ
4.2σ

Auger (ϑ<800): 120,000 km2 sr yr

TA (ϑ<550):         14,000 km2 sr yr




The mass composition
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The mass composition
Fluorescence telescopes

➡ Xmax distributions

➡ Xmax moments: <Xmax>,σ(Xmax)

➡ Xmax resolution from 25 to 15 g cm-2 for 

increasing E

➡ σsys ≤ 10 g cm-2


➡ Separation p/Fe ~ 100 g cm-2

Surface detectors

➡ no direct observation of Xmax possible

➡ time structure of SD signals

➡ muon number distributions (inclined 

events)


Correlation studies SD-FD

➡ cross calibration

➡ S1000 - Xmax

➡ use of Deep learning
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Lighter composition up to ~2 EeV, heavier above this energy 

(80+1) g/cm2/decade up to ~ 2 EeV 
(26+2) g/cm2/decade above ~ 2 EeV

hXmaxi = hXmaxip + fEhlnAi �2(Xmax) = h�2
shi+ fE�

2(lnA)

The mass composition from FD
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Independent confirmation 
from radio

- AERA: 153 radio antennas, 27 km2

- general agreement with FD result

- independent measurement wrt FD: checks the consistency 

of the Xmax method and probes different shower physics

-
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Auger Coll., Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) 122005
Auger Coll., Phys.Rev.D96 (2017) 122003
MIAPP Review (2019)
+ Auger Coll. ICRC2021

x 4 Mass fractions at Earth 
from fitting templates of 
4 mass groups to the 
measured Xmax 
distributions

Peter’s cycle  
or 

Spallation ?

Heavy or light?
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Heavy or light? an independent measurement

Auger Coll., Phys.Lett. B762 (2016) 288 
A.Yushkov, PoS(ICRC2019) 482

log(E/eV)=18.5-19.0 

rG = (�0.069± 0.017)

Data compatible with 0.85 ≲σ(lnA)≲1.60  

Around the ankle (1018.5-1019 eV) the composition is mixed:  
pure or only light masses excluded at >6σ CL 

Analysis not affected by detector systematics or by 
hadronic interaction models uncertainties 
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BR/LR
MD

Auger&TA working groups, JPS Conf.Proc. 9 (2016) 010016 
Auger&TA working groups, EPJ Web of  Conf. 210 (2018) 010009

unbiased

• The Auger composition fractions —> input to the TA simulations; the resulting distributions are compared to the TA Xmax results

MIAPP review (2019) TA Coll., ApJ 909 (2021) 178 
Auger Coll. ICRC2019

• Unbiased measurements of the first 2 moments of the Xmax distributions

TA data consistent with proton AND ALSO with Auger-
mix composition at least up to 10 EeV  

due to systematic uncertainties and low statistics

Composition differences between Auger and TA?



22E.Guido et al. (Auger Coll.), PoS(ICRC2021) 311

Combining spectrum and composition

Photodisintegration models


EBL models

Comparison of 

expected spectrum and Xmax distributions at Earth

measured spectrum and Xmax distributions


Comparison of expected neutrino and phon fluxes with experimental upper limits

Propagation only

homogenous and isotropic sources


different scenarios (Extragalactic / 
Galactic sources components)


all emitting particles with the same 
spectrum

post-LHC models

EPOS-LHC

Sibyll2.3d

QGSJetII-04
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BEST FIT

EG: hard HE component + soft LE component

possible Galactic component (N)


- Scenarios compatible within systematics

- AGN Source evolution for the HE component 

excluded

- dominant systematics uncertainties=experimental 

(Xmax)

1st scenario 2nd scenario

E.Guido et al. (Auger Coll.), PoS(ICRC2021) 311

Combining spectrum and composition
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Combined fit: expected fluxes of 𝛎 and 𝛄
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Constraints on the UHECR sources



𝛄

ν
Charged CR

- charged: deflected by GMF/EGMFs

- can produce secondary 𝛄, 𝛎, n      

at sources or during propagation

- (relatively) easy to detect

Cosmic rays

- not deflected by GMF/EGMFs 

- only messengers along 

cosmological distances

- can escape from the core of sources

- difficult to detect

Neutrinos

- not deflected by GMF/EGMFs 

- horizon distance limited     

(𝛄𝛄bck —> e+e- cause a horizon)

Gamma rays

- not deflected by GMF/EGMFs 

- can probe Galactic sources

Neutrons

Multi-messengers at UHE
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Neutrinos in Auger Searching for neutrinos = look for inclined showers 
with em component

Hadronic shower

𝛎 shower
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Maximum sensitivity around EeV 
k (90% CL) < 4.4. 10-9 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1

Neutrinos in Auger

From the expected event rates in Auger, 
different models of cosmogenic and 
astrophysical neutrino production are 

- excluded (red)

- disfavoured (orange)

NOTE:  
expect up to ~ 0.001 𝛎 in Auger from 
a maximum source scenario !
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Neutrinos from GW events?

No UHE neutrino candidate found 
either in the coincidence window +500 s 

around the GW events 
or in the 14-days search period after it

LIGO,Virgo,Auger,IceCube, Antares Coll., ApJ 848 (2017)

GW170817 

d ~ 40 Mpc [NGC4993]


Mcomponents: 0.86 and 2.26 M⊙, Mtotal=(2.82+0.47-0.09)M⊙ 

viewing angle  <300

sGRBs

msec 
Magnetar 
remnants

S.Kimura et al., 
ApJ Lett.848: L4 (2017)

K.Fang, B.Metzger, 
ApJ 849 (2017) 153
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Photons in Auger

faster rise-time

narrower footprintdeeper Xmax

smaller muon content
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Diffuse Photons

Auger Coll., JCAP04 (2017) 009; JCAP09 (2020) E02 
P.Savina (Auger Coll.), PoS(ICRC2021) 373 
Auger Coll., ApJ (2022)

✓sensitivity ~1.5 oom above the expectations from mixed composition models

✓more data for photon/hadron separation needed: AugerPrime

✓an increased sensitivity to photons could reveal unexpected phenomena, like sources in the Galaxy, 

interaction in the halo, decay of SHDM

Most stringent limits on UHE photons across three decades in energy
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BSM: Super-heavy dark matter searches 
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Hadronic interactions
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Uncertainties in HIM
Individual hadronic interaction features can be 
artificially altered during EAS development :

EM shower particles 
✓ high energy interactions (HE γ from π0 decay) 
✓ profile dominated by the EM particles from 

secondaries in the first 100 interactions

Muons 
✓ low energy interactions (π+ degrade to 30-100 

GeV before decaying) 
✓ negligible fraction from the first interactions
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The p-Air cross section

Cosmic ray  
Physics

The tail of the longitudinal distribution  of Xmax  is sensitive to the p-Air  cross section.

Select deeply penetrating EAS to enhance the proton fraction

dp

dX1
=

1

�int
e�X1/�int �p�Air =

< mAir >

�int

dNEAS

dXmax
/ e�Xmax/⇤⌘ ⇤⌘ = K�int
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The p-Air cross section

Auger Coll., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 062002 (2012)
R.Ulrich for the Auger Coll., PoS(ICRC2015) 401
TA Coll., Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 6, 062004

➡ different energy ranges covered by Auger and TA due to different 
evaluation of the heavier nuclei contamination  
• in TA: <44% He [1018.2-1019 eV]   -   1975 events 
• in Auger: <25% He [1017.8-1018.5 eV]  -    4800 and 6900 events 

➡ the newest Sibyll2.3c predictions are ~ EPOS-LHC 
➡ the extrapolation from Tevatron to LHC ~ that from LHC(14 TeV) to Auger !
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The “muon puzzle”

Auger Coll., PRD91 (2015) 032003+059901 
Auger Coll., Eur.Phys.J. C80 (2020) 751

‣ The WHISP effort

‣ The muon deficit in simulations

Measurements of the muonic component in inclined EAS
@ 1019 eV: 30% to 80%+17-20 %  increase in <Nμ> needed

Similar results using the direct measure of the muons

Well established also in different analyses

Slope of the fit: b = 0.23 − 0.29 (EPOS-LHC),   


               


Significance of the slope: ∼ 7σ − 9σ (EPOS-LHC), 
∼ 10σ − 11σ (QGSJet-II.04) 

b = 0.22 − 0.25 (QGSJet-II.04) 
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The “muon puzzle”

Current conclusion 
➡ the effect appears above  √sNN ~ 8 TeV


➡observed for GeV μ (perhaps not for TeV μ - IceCube)


➡different solutions proposed acting on first or few first 
generations : excluded by the early onset of the 
discrepancy and by the muon fluctuation measurement


➡ can be fixed by a smooth increment of the hadronic 
fraction over several generations, reducing the energy 
fraction carried by π0s : increases muon production while 
preserving Xmax


• leading particle effect  (π0 replaced with ρ0)

• enhancement of strangeness production (ALICE) : to be 

confirmed in the forward region

• ….

Post-LHC models describe well the fluctuations of 
energy partition in  the first interaction up to UHE

Intrinsic fluctuations of  muons in EAS

Auger Coll., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 (2021) 152002
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Effects suppressed for low energy and short 
travel distances : UHECRs !!!

‣ Propagation - if LIV, the attenuation length of photo-meson 
production or photo-disintegration may become extremely 
large: suppression of particle interactions


‣ Air shower physics - if LIV, for increasing energy and η<0, π0 
lifetime increases, thus increase in muon number and 
decrease in the EM component 


Auger Coll., JCAP01 (2022) 023

BSM: Lorentz Invariance violation
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What have we learnt from data?

‣ Composition 
getting light up to 
~2 EeV, then going 
to mixed and 
heavier towards 
UHE

‣ Strong limits on the 
flux of 𝛎 and 𝛄: 
ordinary matter !


‣ Upper limits to 𝛎 
from GW events 
and point sources


‣ constraints to 
models

‣ LS dipolar anisotropy: 
UHECR above ~8 EeV 
are extragalactic 

‣ Hints of correlation with 
SBGs & AGNs

BSM: upper limits on LIV, SHDM …

The muon puzzle

p-Air cross section

Separation μ/em

‣ Information on Source 
characteristics & Transition region 
from Xmax distributions + Spectrum 
+ Neutrals: LE and HE EG source 
populations + secondary Galactic 
one

‣ Sources must be nearby 
(<200 Mpc).  


‣ Hints for source exhaustion

‣ New feature in the 

spectrum (the instep). 

‣ Limits on the local density 

of sources-3
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‣ Verification of the mixed composition above the ankle

‣ suggests GMF could be causing composition anisotropies

‣ May not be related to the GMF  

‣ Local source distribution or mass dependent horizons?

‣ Still no independent confirmation

Perspectives: composition sensitive anisotropy
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Perspectives: E+Xmax+ϑ combination
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a large exposure detector with composition 
sensitivity above ~4 1019 eV

The future: AugerPrime 

A.Castellina, EPJ Web Conf., 210 (2019) 06002

•Surface Scintillator Detector (SSD)                                       
to measure the mass composition in combination with the 
WCD (3.8 m2, 1 cm thick)


•Surface Detector Upgraded Unified Board (UUB)               
to process the signals of all detectors (40 MHz -> 120 MHz, 
better GPS timing)


•small PMT (sPMT)  to increase the dynamic range of the 
WCD (≳ 20,000 VEM)


•Radio Detector (RD) to measure the radio emission of 
showers in atmosphere  (30-80 MHz)


•Underground Muon Detector (UMD) to have a direct muon 
measurement (infill area, 30 m2, 2.3 m underground)
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A.Castellina, EPJ Web Conf., 210 (2019) 06002 
WhitePaper2002: arXiv:2205.05845v2 

Astrophysics 

1. Elucidate the origin of the flux suppression,  i.e. GZK vs. maximum energy scenario

2. confirm SBG correlations at observation level (>5σ)

3. composition enhanced anisotropy searches

4. improve constraints on UHECR sources

5. particle astronomy if ~10% protons exist above suppression, or study of the Peters cycle

6. Unambiguous EeV 𝛄/𝛎  detection would  be a game changer (transient, existence of a proton 

fraction, decay of SHDM...) 

7. secondary Galactic component? galactic vs extragalactic origin


Hadronic physics 
1. event-by-event muon distribution to solve the muon puzzle: better understanding of forward 

physics and harvest new HEP results (nuclei-air cross sections)  or BSM physics?

2. simultaneous measurement of Xmax and Xμmax

3. new measurement of p-Air cross section (improved mass selection)

4. RD extension to improve energy scale systematics

5. BSM: improve limits on LIV and SHDM

6. Upcoming contribution from LHC (p-O run, planned for 2023)

The AugerPrime science case
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The AugerPrime hybrid events

Vertical showers Horizontal showers

Significance of distinguishing two different 
realisations of Scenario 1 (maximum rigidity 
model) : 
- as it predicts, i.e. no protons at UHE 
- adding 10% protons

>5σ  in 5 years of operations

Hybrid: 
Erad from radio   
muons from WCD

μ
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➡ the SD array: increased by 500 stations with 2 km 
spacing 

➡ the FD telescopes: increased by 4 FD in the 
Northern site, 8 in the Southern site 

➡ TALE hybrid: low energy extension of TA hybrid 
sensitivity down to 1016 eV 

[S.Ogio, Highlight Talk, PoS(ICRC2019) 013]

increase the coverage to ~3000 km2 to 
increase the statistics at UHEmore statistics

The future: TAx4 



UHECR future: TAx4

Above 57 1018 eV 
๏ reconstruction efficiency >95% 
๏ Angular resolution 2.20 
๏ energy resolution ~25%
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Energy resolution

Systematic uncertainties 
on the energy scale
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Xmax resolution

Systematic 
uncertainties on Xmax



The Auger energy spectrum
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Auger Coll., Phys.Rev.D102 (2020) 062005
Auger Coll., Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 966
V.Novotny, PoS(ICRC2021) 324
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Comparison Auger/TA

good agreement in the common declination 
band (-150<δ<24.80) within systematics up to 
~30 EeV

further energy dependent rescaling +10% per 
decade needed to restore agreement at the 
UHE - studies ongoing

PAO+TA working group, ICRC2021

Main differences Auger/TA 
•if Einv(Auger) is used in TA  :    ETA x 1.07
• if FY(Auger) is used in TA  :     ETA x 0.86
•+ differences in the method of correlating the SD 

observable with E: constant intensity cut in Auger, look-up 
tables based on QGSJetII-03(proton) for TA
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Spherical harmonics in the sky
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The mass composition from SD

- coherent with the FD measurements 
- larger systematic uncertainties but higher energy



Neutrinos in Auger

• production is suppressed relative to νe or νμ


• but ~same fluxes for all flavours after travelling cosmological distances, thanks to ν mixing.


• ES can undergo CC interactions and produce leptons. 


• Since a lepton can travel tens of km in the Earth at EeV energies, it can emerge into the atmosphere and 
decay in flight producing an nearly horizontal extensive air shower (EAS) above the detector.
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Neutrinos from TXS

Auger Collaboration,ApJ 902 (2020) 105 

In Sept. 2017, IceCube observed 
a 290 TeV nu from the direction of 
TXS 0506+59 during a flaring 
state [Science 361, 146 (2018)] 


A neutrino in Auger could be seen only in 
case of hard neutrino spectra (+2σ 

allowance of IceCube)
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Steady sources of neutrinos

Energy range complementary to that of IceCube and Antares
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Blind search 
• no significant excess 
• upper limits compatible with different hypotheses 

- EG sources at > 5 Mpc 
- transient or beamed Galactic sources 
- sources inefficient in photon production 

Targeted search 
• no significant excess 
• constrains on the allowed parameter space for 

the allows the extrapolation of the HESS flux 
• upper limit on cut-off at ~ 2 EeV 

Auger Coll., ApJ 789 (2014) 160
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Sources of Photons

Auger Coll., ApJ 837 (2017) L25


